
Life Force Energy, also known as Tesla Waves, activates healing at the molecular, 
subcellular, cellular, organ, and whole-body levels.1-3 By repairing and recharging the 
cellular infrastructure of the human body, Life Force Energy energizes the cells to 
heal.2-3 This energizing action can be measured in the increase of cellular millivoltage 
following exposure to Life Force Energy, which has been shown to increase cellular 
membrane potential to the range of optimal health: 70 to 90 millivolts.2,4

Tesla BioHealing© has created the first of its kind FDA registered medical devices that 
generate a field of pure Life Force Energy to achieve the cellular energy of optimal 
health.
Tesla BioHealing© products provide data-verified, safe, and effective use of the naturally 
occurring healing, vital force of nature, known as Life Force Energy.2 The Tesla 
BioHealing© MedBed Generator™ and the Tesla BioHealer™ are over-the counter (OTC) 
medical devices that effectively generate a concentrated and restorative field of Life 
Force Energy to support cellular regeneration and whole-body healing. When cells are 
in optimal condition, the body heals.

It’s that simple.
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Considering the whole-body energizing effect of Life 
Force Energy, it is understandable it has a healing 
effect on multiple ailments, including those based in the 
brain. Brain cells have the ability to absorb increased 
levels of Life Force Energy, which, in turn, facilitates 
harmonization of the brain hemispheres and enables 
cellular repair of brain tissue safely, naturally, and 
non-invasively.2,5 When the brain can begin to return to 
homeostasis, the rest of the body can experience 
deeper levels of healing as well. 

In the area of brain-based conditions, Life Force Energy 
has been shown to activate structural improvement, 
alleviate symptoms of depression, detoxify the body, 
improve vitality, and provide pain relief.1-3

The Benefits of
Life Force Energy
for Brain-Based Conditions and Mental Health

Life Force Energy repairs the underlying infrastructure 
of the body, all the way down to the molecular level. Life 
Force Energy does this in multiple ways. First, natural, 
vital energy exerts healing by recharging cells and 
increasing cellular repair rates while decreasing cellular 
destruction rates.1-3 The effect of these processes is 
multifold, and includes2,6:

• Normalizing the structure and function of brain cells

• Increasing activity of the RAD-6 gene, which codes 
 for proteins involved in DNA repair

• Balancing the hemispheres of the brain as 
 demonstrated through electroencephalogram 
 (EEG) analysis

• Producing stem cells naturally

Life Force Energy improves the
underlying cellular infrastructure



• Increasing overall energy as a result of drastically increasing cellular levels of adenosine 
 triphosphate (ATP), which is the energy-carrying molecule found in the cells of all living things

• Increasing the energy level of every single cell in the body to the ideal 70- to 90-millivolt range

• Improving circulation by ungluing the cells in the lymphatic and cardiovascular systems

• Improving immune function by as much as 149%

• Reducing inflammation throughout the body, and thereby, drastically reducing bodily pain

• Inhibiting neurotransmitter uptake into 
 nerve cells via the same mechanism as 
 tricyclic antidepressants

• Inhibiting the uptake of noradrenaline 

• Improving mental focus and clarity

• Naturally stabilizing mood, thereby helping 
 to calm emotions and anxiety  

Life Force Energy enhances mental
health through natural antidepressive
effects by2,7: 

• Energizing brain cells to remove toxins 

• Improving cell wall permeability, thus
 facilitating the intake of nutrients into each
 cell and the elimination of waste

• Cleansing the blood, thereby improving
 chylomicron (protein/fat particles floating
 in the blood) and triglyceride profiles and 
 improving fibrin patterns 

Life Force Energy improves vitality and alleviates pain by2-4:

Exposure to Life Force Energy
naturally detoxifies the body by8:



Improvements in
Brain Function
Following the Use of
Tesla Biohealing© Devices

Improvement in brain function has been documented by several people following the use 
of Tesla BioHealing© devices, including the MedBed Generator™ and the Tesla 
BioHealerTM. For example, remarkable recoveries have occurred in people with 
stroke-paralysis and Parkinson’s disease. 

A 54-year-old woman presented with stroke-paralysis, which she had been enduring for 
18 months without improvement although she had tried multiple forms of therapy. With 
the current standard of care in stroke-paralysis, the main window for recovery is typically 
the first 6 months, after which hope for recovery in mobility declines. However, even 18 
months after the stroke event, this subject experienced rapid brain cell repair following 6 
nights’ use of Tesla BioHealing© MedBed Generators™. After the sixth night, she was 
able to walk and feed herself without assistance. She did not report any side effects.

The BEFORE and AFTER Non-Linear Analysis Scans (Figure 1) below depict the cellular 
repair in this subject resulting from 6 nights’ exposure to the MedBed Generators™. (In 
general, damaged cells in 
each organ are indicated 
with darker-colored 
diamond symbols on the 
BEFORE images on the 
left. The cellular repair is 
evident in the reduction of 
the damaged cells 
[dark-colored diamonds] 
becoming more healthy 
high-energy cells 
[light-colored purple 
triangles] in the After 
images on the right.) As 
shown in Figure 1, cellular 
repair rate increased by 
33% in the stroke-affected 
(left) side of the brain.

BEFORE AFTER
Figure 1

Non-Linear Analysis Scans of participant with stroke
paralysis: BEFORE and AFTER 6 night’s use of the Tesla

BioHealing© MedBed Generators™

Resolution of stroke-paralysis with Tesla BioHealing© MedBed Generators™



Symptoms of Parkinson’s disease have been alleviated with the use of Tesla BioHealing© 

Tesla BioHealer™ medical devices (BioHealers). For example, at-home use of two 
BioHealers over 2 weeks reduced tremors in the legs, hand, and wrist of an elderly female 
with Parkinson’s disease. Prior to using the 
BioHealers, the subject’s legs, left hand, 
and left wrist “had become almost limp with 
atrophy,” according to the family caregiver. 
After 2 weeks’ exposure to the BioHealers, 
she also experienced an improvement in 
speech as well as cognition and memory. 
The chronic urinary tract infections resulting 
from her Parkinson’s medications also 
began to occur much less frequently.
Figure 2 depicts the subject’s improvement 
in health outcomes following just 2 weeks of 
use of the BioHealers, with notable gains in 
physical functioning and overall health, in 
addition to a reduction in pain. She did not 
report any side effects.

Improvement in symptoms of elderly female with 
Parkinson’s disease following 2 weeks’ use of two 

Tesla BioHealer™ medical devices.

Figure 3
Overall improvement in elderly male with Parkinson’s 

disease following 4 weeks’ use of four
Tesla Biohealing© Tesla Biohealer™ medical devices.

Alleviation of Symptoms of Parkinson’s Disease
with Tesla BioHealing© Tesla BioHealer™ medical devices

A second subject with Parkinson’s 
disease reported improvement in 
symptoms after using four 
BioHealers for 4 weeks. Specifically, 
he experienced a more than 50% 
increase in physical functioning, in 
addition to substantial pain relief, 
and improved emotional wellbeing 
and overall health (Figure 3). He did 
not report any side effects.

Figure 2
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Tesla BioHealing© medical devices 
include the Tesla BioHealer™ and 
the MedBed Generator™. Each is 
an FDA-registered Class II OTC 

medical device.
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Tesla BioHealing© medical devices have successfully addressed the unmet medical 
needs of many people. Here we explored the successful application of Life Force 
Energy delivered by Tesla BioHealing medical devices for brain-based conditions. 
One by one, lives were changed by the Life Force Energy generated via these 
easy-to-use, non-invasive medical devices.
To read our Customer Testimonials, click here.
Shop for Tesla BioHealing medical devices here.

For more results in brain-based conditions, click here to read our whitepaper entitled 
“Significant Improvements in Brain-Based Conditions and Mental Health Reported 
Following 4-Weeks’ Use of Tesla BioHealing  Tesla BioHealer™ Medical Devices.” 

CONCLUSION
 medical devices have successfully addressed the unmet medical 

CONCLUSION


